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Abstract
Objective: There is little scientific evidence on the effects of breathing exercises (BE) on chest wall (CW) movement. The aim of this
study was determine and compare the influence of diaphragmatic
breathing (DB), fractionated breaths (FB), sniff inspiration (SI) and
breathing from functional residual capacity (BFRC) on thoracoabdominal wall volumes in healthy adults in the sitting position and in
dorsal decubitus at 30° trunk inclination.
Methods: Chest wall volumes (Vcw) were assessing by optoelectronic plethysmography (OEP) were assessed in the sitting position
and 30° trunk inclination.
Results: A total of 33 healthy subjects of both sexes were assessed (31.1 ± 11.05). Vcw increased during all the exercises in
relation to at rest, in the sitting position and at 30° trunk inclination.
DB, FB and SI exhibited a decline in respiratory rate (f) in relation to
at rest, in both positions. Minute ventilation (VE) increased in all the
exercises when compared to at rest in both positions. The SI exercise caused the highest increase in Vcw and DB the lowest in both
positions assessed. DB exhibited the highest Vab contribution and
volume of all the breathing exercises assessed in both positions.
Position influenced Vcw in most exercises, more so in the inclined
position. All the exercises demonstrated a decline in the contribution of pulmonary rib cage volume (Vprc) and abdominal rib cage
volume (Varc) for trunk inclination at 30° and an increase in Vab.
Conclusion: The exercises promoted changes in the pattern of
CW movement. SI caused the highest increase in Vcw, DE the
greatest lung base mobilization and the other exercises the rib
cage region. Position influenced the volumes and the contribution
of CW compartment volume in all the exercises.
Keywords: Breathing exercises; Chest wall; Rehabilitation; Optoelectronic plethysmography; Breathing pattern; Thoracoabdominal
motion; Position

Introduction
Breathing strategies are used by physiotherapists in different healthcare
levels to optimize and change respiratory muscle activity, primarily the
diaphragm, and influence breathing patterns and thoracoabdominal
motion [1,2]. These include breathing exercises, which are widely used
in clinical practice, diaphragmatic breathing (DB) being the most widely studied and commonly applied to improve ventilation in the lower
chest region. The aim is to increase diaphragmatic activity, promote
greater abdominal motion and ventilation in the lung bases, increase
tidal volume, decrease respiratory rate and dyspnea, and enhance functional capacity. Sniff inspiration (SI) exercises, fractionated breaths
(FB) and breathing from functional residual capacity (BFRC) aim at
stimulating the action of the diaphragm and improving the expansion
of lung bases and abdominal motion. However, few studies have shown
the effects of these exercises on pulmonary ventilation and thoracoabdominal motion [1-11].
Breathing exercises influence respiratory kinematics, but the position
in which they are performed may change thoracoabdominal wall kinematics during exercise, since gravity has a direct effect on ventilatory
muscle functionality [9].
Studies that assessed thoracoabdominal mobility using three dimensional analysis of movement (Vicon MX) and optoelectronic plethysmography (OEP) showed changes in thoracoabdominal motion during
slow deep breathing, when the subject is in the sitting or orthostatic
position. Rib cage displacement was greater in the sitting or orthostatic
position and abdominal motion was higher in dorsal decubitus (DD) or
at 30° trunk inclination [12-14].
However, despite the fact that DB, FB, SI and BFRC are relatively well
known and widely used exercises in clinical practice, few studies have
investigated their effect on thoracoabdominal motion during these interventions. There are also few studies that determined the influence of
position used during these exercises. As such, the aim of this study was
to determine whether exercise and position (sitting or in dorsal decubitus with 30° trunk inclination) influences chest wall movement and
volume in healthy adults.

Methods
Subjects
Non probability sampling included healthy individuals of both sexes,
aged between 18 and 65 years, with body mass index (BMI) of 18.5 ≤
BMI normal ≥ 29.9 kg/m2, non-smokers, with no ventilatory disturbances of any type as determined by the lung function test, no selfreported neuromuscular or respiratory diseases, recent surgery, history
of cardiovascular disease and not pregnant [15,16].
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Excluded were uncooperative subjects, those with difficulty executing
the breathing exercises and individuals with heart rate (HR) more than
85% above resting HR, less than 90% of peripheral oxygen saturation
(SpO2) and resting blood pressure (BP) above 180/110 mmHg [16].
Study design and ethical aspects
This is an observational study with a quantitative approach, approved
by the institutional Human Research Ethics Committee with protocol
number 69929517.7.0000.0118.
Collection procedures
After providing written informed consent, the participants were asked
about their health history and age, measured for height, weight, and
body mass index (BMI) and rated for perceived exertion using the Borg
scale. The following cardiorespiratory parameters were also measured:
BP, HR, respiratory rate (f), and SpO2, and the lung function test were
applied according to the methods and criteria recommended by the
American Thoracic Society (ATS) and European Respiratory Society
(ERS) [17]. The variables were reported in absolute values and in percentage of predicted values and the function test were considered normal when forced vital capacity (FVC) and forced expiratory volume in
1 second (FEV1) parameters were greater than or equal to 80% of the
predicted value and the FEV1/FVC ratio was higher than 0.7.16 next,
the subjects were familiarized with the breathing exercises, using a set
of ten repetitions of each exercise, according to the examiner’s instructions.

After familiarization, a 30 minute rest period allowed cardiorespiratory
parameters to return to basal levels. During this time a draw was made
to determine the initial position (sitting or at 30° trunk inclination),
and the exercise sequence (DB, FB, SI or BFRC) in addition to attaching
the reflexive markers to the subject’s chest using OEP. The OEP assessment protocol followed the recommendations of Aliverti et al. for the
use of 89 markers, attached to the skin in the sitting position, and of
Aliverti et al. and Romei et al. for 52 markers in dorsal decubitus (DD)
at 30° trunk inclination. The markers were arranged in horizontal and
vertical lines, according to the following anatomical reference points:
collarbones, angle of Louis, nipples, xyphoid process, inferior coastal
margin, supra umbilical line and anterior superior iliac spine [12,1820]. The cameras were positioned to capture the entire chest, and focus,
zoom and image clarity were adjusted.
During slow breathing, respiratory cycles (DB, SI, FB and BFRC) were
recorded in the sitting position and in DD at 30° trunk inclination. Participants breathed normally for three minutes, followed by a set of 12
repetitions for each exercise. They rested for 5 minutes between exercises and HR and SpO2, as well as the feeling of tiredness and dyspnea,
were recorded. Once the cardiorespiratory parameters returned to basal
values, they performed the next exercise drawn, and so on until executing all four exercises in both positions (Figure 1). The verbal command
was standardized for each exercise. All the procedures were conducted
on a single day by the same researcher.

Figure 1: Data collection flowchart.
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DB was carried out via deep nasal inspiration, prioritizing anterior displacement of the abdominal region, avoiding displacing the rib cage
(RC) and basal oral expiration [4]. For SI, short, successive slow nasal
inspirations were performed, the last orally, until reaching near total
lung capacity [5,8]. FB exercise consisted of 4 smooth nasal inspirations
followed by post inspiratory pauses of approximately 2 to 3 seconds,
near total lung capacity, concluding with oral expiration [9,20]. BFRC
involved the subject’s performing slow oral expiration, near the resting
expiratory level, followed by an inspiration until reaching approximate
inspiratory reserve volume (IRV). [8,9].
Variables analyzed
The following variables were considered in each breathing exercise:
chest wall volume (Vcw), respiratory rate (f), minute ventilation (VE),
pulmonary rib cage volume (Vprc), abdominal rib cage volume (Varc),
abdominal volume (Vab), percentage contribution of the pulmonary
rib cage (%Vprc), percentage contribution of the abdominal rib cage
(%Varc) and percentage contribution of the abdomen (%Vab).
Data reduction
The tidal volume variables of all the compartments were determined after 180 seconds during normal breathing, with the first and last 30 seconds of each recording excluded. Twelve repetitions were performed,
10 of which were used for analysis, with the first and last repetition of
each exercise excluded.
Statistical analysis
The data were presented as measures of central tendency and dispersion. The variables age, sex, BMI and spirometric parameters were used
to characterize the sample. The Shapiro Wilk test was used to analyze
normal data distribution. For normally distributed data, repeated measures two ways ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-hoc were applied to
determine the effects of the exercises, positions and exercise position
interaction. The sample was calculated based on a pilot study with the
first 10 subjects. The following OEP related variables were considered:
Vcw, f, VE, Vprc, Varc and Vab. The significance level was set at 5%,
with a statistical power of 0.80, resulting in 33 subjects [5,21].

to at rest for the sitting position and DD at 30° trunk inclination. FB,
SI and BFRC displayed a higher Vcw when compared to DB in the two
positions (P<0.001). Moreover, in the SI exercise, Vcw was higher than
that of the other exercises in both positions (P<0.001).
Variables

Mean ± SD

Sex

15M/18W

Age (years)

31.1 ± 11.05

BMI (Kg/m²)

23.6 ± 3.1

FEV1 (L)

3.6 ± 0.76

FEV1 (% predicted)

100.0 ± 11.41

FVC (L)

4.29 ± 0.9

FVC (% predicted)

98.25 ± 9.89

FEV1/FVC

0.85 ± 0.05

Data presented as mean and standard deviation, except for sex. H:
Men. W: Women. BMI: Body mass index. FEV1: forced expiratory
volume in 1 second. FVC: forced vital capacity. FEV1/FVC: ratio
between forced expiratory volume and forced vital capacity
Table 1: Subject characterization in terms of demographic, anthropometric and lung function data
During the exercises, DB, FB and SI showed a reduction in f in relation
to at rest in both positions (P>0.001); only BFRC exhibited no difference (P=1), and the highest f (P<0.001), with the FB exercise obtaining
the lowest f (P<0.001).
VE displayed a significant increase in all the exercises when compared
to at rest in both positions. It was higher in BFRC than in the other exercises in both positions (P<0.001). The FB exercise showed a lower VE
compared to the others in the two positions studied (P<0.001) (Figure
2).

The data were processed in the SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) program, version 20.0.

Results
A total of 52 subjects were recruited, 33 of whom participated in the
study, 7 refused to take part, 2 did not appear on the assessment day,
and 2 were excluded for not meeting inclusion criteria on the lung function test and 8 for technical problems with OEP (complications during
data collection, system malfunctioning and inconsistent data at processing).
Table 1 shows participant characterization, according to demographic,
anthropometric and spirometric data. The sample consisted of a similar
number of men and women, age ranged from 22 to 59 years, and BMI
and spirometric data remained in the normal range.
Breathing pattern variables (Vcw, f and VE) at rest and during breathing
exercises, in the sitting position and DD at 30° trunk inclination
Vcw exhibited a significant increase during all the exercises in relation
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Figure 2: Breathing pattern at rest and during the four breathing exercises. Data presented as mean (X) and standard deviation. Vcw: chest
wall volume; f: respiratory rate and VE: minute ventilation. *p<0.005
for rest x breathing exercises; † p<0.005 for diaphragmatic exercise ×
fractionated breaths, sniff inspirations and BFRC; ‡ p<0.005 for fractionated breaths × diaphragmatic exercise, sniff inspirations and BFRC;
§ p<0.005 for sniff inspirations × fractionated breaths and BFRC.

Figure 3: Percentage contribution of each chest wall compartment.
Data presented as mean (X) and standard deviation. %Vprc: percentage
contribution of the pulmonary rib cage to tidal volume; %Varc: percentage contribution of the abdominal rib cage to tidal volume and %Vab:
percentage contribution of the abdomen to tidal volume. *P<0.005 for
at rest x × breathing exercises; † P<0.005 for diaphragmatic exercise ×
fractionated breaths, sniff inspirations and BFRC.
Percentage contribution of each compartment, at rest and during
breathing exercises, in the sitting position and DD at 30° trunk inclination
%Vprc was significantly lower in DB and higher than the other exercises in relation to at rest, in the sitting position and DD with 30° trunk
inclination. DB showed a significantly lower %Vprc than that of the
other exercises in the two positions studied (P<0.001).
With respect to %Varc, only DB showed a lower contribution from this
compartment in relation to at rest, in the sitting position (P<0.001). For
trunk inclination at 30°, DB exhibited a lower contribution (P<0.001)
and the other exercises greater contribution from this compartment in
relation to at rest (FB: P=0.011; SI: P=0.001; FRC: P<0.001).
In the sitting position, %Vab was higher in DB (P<0.001) and lower
in the other exercises in relation to at rest, with P=0.004 in the FB exercise, P=0.002 in SI and P=0.012 in BFRC. The same occurred in the
inclined position, highest in DE, with P<0.001 and lower in the others,
with P<0.001. In the sitting position %Vab was significantly higher in
DB when compared to the other exercises in both positions (P<0.001)
(Figure 3).
Comparison of volumes and the relative contribution between the sitting position and DD at 30° trunk inclination (Δ variation) in breathing
exercises
For inclination at 30°, Vcw increased in most of the exercises, with
P=0.004 in the FB exercise, >0.001 in SI and FRC, and P=0.418 for
DB. Additionally, Vprc was higher for the BFRC and SI exercises, with
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P=0.001 and P=0.004, respectively, and lower in DB (P=0.001), with
no difference for FB (P=0.696). In the same position, Varc decreased
in DB (P=0.005) and FB (P<0.001) and increased in BFRC (P=0.001).
However, there was no increase in Varc in SI (P=0.766) between the
positions. Finally, Vab increased in the inclined position compared to
its sitting counterpart in all the exercises (p<0.001), demonstrating a
significant rise in the volume of this compartment at 30° trunk inclination, irrespective of the exercise performed. In relation to volume

contribution between the positions, %Vprc showed no difference only
in SI (P=0.053), while in the others, there was an increased contribution in DD at 30° trunk inclination, where P<0.001 in DB, 0.007 in FB
and 0.013 in BFRC. The %Varc showed no difference only in BFRC
(P=0.911), and declined in the other exercises, with P<0.001. Finally,
%Vab rose in all the exercises, where DB, FB and SI obtained P<0.001
and FRC, P=0.002. DB obtained the highest increase in abdominal contribution in the sitting position (Table 2).

Sitting
Volume (L)

DB

30° inclination
FB

SI

BFRC

DB

FB

SI

BFRC

TD

1.83 (1.022.11)

2.48 (0.952.69)

2.87 (1.093.06)

2.49 (1.333.16)

1.87 (0.882.73)

2.7 (1.262.02)*

3.41 (1.753.25)*

3.12 (1.464.47)*

Vprc

0.44 (0.230.7)

1.13 (0.441.35)

1.35 (0.521.62)

1.21 (0.681.86)

0.31 (0.310.87)*

1.14 (0.461.53)

1.52 (0.712.25)*

1.39 (0.691.99)*

Varc

0.31 (0.290.69)

0.69 (0.430.9)

0.77 (0.471.5)

0.62 (0.461.45)

0.22 (0.150.5)*

0.57 (0.350.92)*

0.76 (0.431.34)

0.77 (0.411.69)*

Vab

1.08 (0.711.8)

0.66 (0.491.15)

0.75 (0.561.43)

0.65 (0.551.54)

1.34 (0.832.58)*

0.99 (0.541.34)*

1.14 (0.731.77)*

0.98 (0.911.9)*

Vprc

24.6 (12.240.9)

46.2 (19.943.9)

48.2 (18.549.9)

50.5 (17.762.9)

16.9 (12.945)*

43.6 (12.247.1)*

44.8 (16.943.6)

45.3 (14.752)*

Varc

16.5 (9.8-32)

27.6 (7.424.7)

25.9 (8.836.4)

23.9 (10.235.4)

11.8 (8.321.8)*

20.9 (6.322.7)*

21.7 (5.922.7)*

24.1 (5.529.5)

Vab

58.9 (22.659.3)

26.1 (12.743.5)

25.8 (12.843.9)

25.5 (14.959.5)

71.3 (22.2 –
62.2)*

36.8 (17.560.3)*

33.9 (18.955.1)*

30.9 (18.364.2)*

Volume (%)

Data presented as mean (interquartile range). *<0.05: Significant difference between the positions adopted.
Table 2: Effects of position on the volumes of each thoracoabdominal cavity compartment

Discussion
The following were the main findings of this study
(1)
All the exercises caused an increase in chest wall volume and
VE in both positions when compared to at rest, with DB exhibiting the
smallest increase; DB, FB, and SI exercises showed a decline in f when
compared to at rest in both positions
(2)
DB was the main exercise to mobilize the abdominal region,
represented by Vab in both positions
(3)
FB, SI and BFRC exercises demonstrated greater mobility in
the upper chest wall regions, represented by Vprc
(4)

SI obtained the highest increase in Vcw in both positions

(5)
All the exercises displayed an increased contribution of %Vab
for trunk inclination at 30° and a decline in the contribution of %Vprc.
Breathing exercises are used to positively influence respiratory patterns,
causing a rise in TV, and decrease in f, among others. As expected, all
the exercises improved this pattern, except BFRC, which showed no decline in f, possibly due to the pattern of deep rapid inspirations during
exercise [1,2,5,6]. Although most of the exercises exhibited a decline in
f, VE rose in all the exercises, which could be justified by the significant
increase in TV, compensating the decrease in f. Slow deep breathing
improves the ventilation/perfusion ratio and increases trans pulmonary

pressure, which contributes to recruiting possibly collapsed alveoli and
raising overall alveolar recruitment [1,5]. DB obtained the highest increase in TV, and the predominant abdominal motion pattern imposed
by this exercise limits complete expansion of the chest wall, unlike the
other exercises, where there is no movement pattern, thereby approaching total lung capacity [8,9,20].
DB aims to improve ventilation in the lung bases, promoting greater
diaphragmatic motion, ventilation in the abdominal region and predominance of abdominal motion. [3-5,7] In the present study, DB predominantly mobilized Vab in both positions studied, with 57.7% and
70.3% contribution of Vcw in the sitting and inclined positions, respectively. Thus, DB caused the distribution of air to be predominantly in
the abdominal region, improving pulmonary ventilation in the bases,
irrespective of the position used [5,22,23].
Other studies investigated the effect of DB on thoracoabdominal mobility, [3,5,7] and found that DB mobilizes the abdominal region more,
but only one of these used analysis of three compartments, only possible with OEP [5]. Vieira et al. assessed thoracoabdominal mobility
with OEP during DB, SI, maximal sustained and intercostal inspiration
in healthy subjects, and found that %Vprc exhibited the lowest contribution compared to the other exercises studied and that %Vab was
significantly higher in DB. Yamaguti et al. used respiratory inductance
plethysmography, demonstrating an increase in abdominal and diaphragmatic mobility after DB in patients with CPOD. Rodrigues et al.
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[7] used thoracic cirtometry to analyze thoracoabdominal motion after
a DB protocol performed in various positions, showing that the lower
thoracic and abdominal regions increased during exercise and after the
protocol. The results of the aforementioned articles corroborate the
findings of the present study.
Among the methods used in the studies, thoracic cirtometry is a simple
technique performed with a tape measure that quantifies thoracoabdominal mobility at three circumference levels (axillary, xyphoid and
abdomen), but is not accurate in measuring lung volume [24,25]. Respiratory inductance plethysmography makes it possible to measure
lung volume and quantify thoracoabdominal motion, but displacement
is only measured in two thoracic regions (axillary and umbilical level)
and volumetric variation is not assessed [26]. OEP evaluates thoracoabdominal motion and volume in three compartments, Vprc, Varc
and Vab, as well as Vcw, providing greater details of thoracoabdominal
mechanics compared to cirtometry and respiratory inductance plethysmography, in addition to being a more accurate instrument that also
measures volumetric variation in different situations, [20,26]. This is
why OEP was selected to assess participants in the present study.
The other exercises (FB, SI and BFRC) showed a predominance of Vprc,
characterizing movement in the upper chest wall regions, unlike DB,
with SI reaching the highest TV. This pattern may occur because during these exercises the subject is not asked to predominantly perform a
movement in any chest wall region, in contrast to DB, where mobilization of the abdomen is prioritized. In addition, these exercises reach
levels approaching total lung capacity, promoting a greater increase in
TV when compared to DB. Thus, the movement pattern is distinct between them. [8,9] Vieira et al. also compared SI and other exercises with
DB, obtaining a predominance of Vprc and a larger increase in Vcw in
these exercises, when compared to DB. Trevisan, Soares and Rondinel
[10] used respiratory inductance plethysmography and studied the effect of FB exercises after abdominal surgery, and also observed an improvement in thoracoabdominal mobility, increase in Vcw and greater
mobility in the upper CW region.
FB, SI and BFRC achieved volumes near total lung capacity and are
described in the literature as exercises that increase the expansion of
lung bases [8,9]. In the present study, TD increased, not only in the
basal regions. FB and BFRC exercises behave similarly in relation to
compartment and CW volumes, primarily in the sitting position, since
SI differs from the others, causing a greater increase in Vcw. As such,
although the study was conducted in healthy subjects, not patients,
we believe that these exercises should be applied in situations where a
physiotherapist needs an overall increase in lung ventilation, with SI the
most indicated to raise the TV of the chest wall.
In relation to the difference in volume and contribution of the volume of exercises when the position is changed from sitting to DD at
30° trunk inclination, all the exercises increased %Vab in the inclined
compared to the sitting position and decreased %Vprc in the inclined
position, with only BFRC not reducing %Varc.
Some studies that investigated the effect of changing position on thoracoabdominal mobility found a predominance of movement in the
abdominal region in DD and upper thoracic movement when sitting
or in the orthostatic position [1,27]. Romei et al. investigated thora-

coabdominal mobility at 5 different trunk inclinations, from the sitting
to the dorsal decubitus position. They corroborate the findings of the
present study, where Vprc predominated in the sitting position, and Vab
predominated as trunk inclination increased towards dorsal decubitus.
Although this study investigated mobility during normal breathing, we
demonstrated that this pattern of different distributions also occurs
during breathing exercises [12].
Another study with healthy individuals during slow deep breathing also
found that the rib cage moves more in the sitting position and the abdomen predominates in dorsal decubitus [13]. Priori et al. and Cavalcanti
et al. studied changes in position, but in subjects with CPOD, and also
found that the PRC predominates in the sitting position and the AB in
the dorsal decubitus [14,28].
Irrespective of the intervention or population, position influences air
distribution in the CW, and some studies report that these changes
are due to the action of gravity, which provides greater displacement
of the diaphragm muscles in the craniocaudal direction. The weight of
viscera in this position displaces the diaphragm in the cephalic direction, decreasing the curvature radius of this muscle and providing a
more favorable length tension ratio, improving mobility and causing
greater abdominal region displacement. In the sitting position with no
support, abdominal muscles need to contract, in order to maintain the
position, and prevent the abdomen from moving as much as the rib
cage [12,13,29].
Study limitations included operational difficulties, OEP errors during
the recording of exercises and processing errors, resulting in some participants being excluded. Another limitation was not performing exercises in the dorsal decubitus position.

Conclusion
The results of the present study reveal the specific characteristics of
each exercise and the important effects of position on chest wall movement, thereby contributing to better application of these exercises and
position in physiotherapy practice. We investigated breathing exercises
in healthy subjects. Nevertheless, the effects observed may be similar
when implemented in subjects with respiratory disorders, but more research with these individuals is needed to confirm this hypothesis.
The results of this study demonstrate the effects of diaphragmatic and
fractionated breathing, sniff inspirations and breathing from functional
residual capacity on chest wall movement and volume, and may contribute to their proper use in clinical practice, alone or associated with
the sitting position and trunk inclination at 30°. The aforementioned
exercises promoted an increase in tidal volume and minute volume,
and only the BFRC exercise did not cause a decline in respiratory rate.
Position influenced volumes and the contribution of CW compartment
volume in diaphragmatic and fractionated breathing, sniff inspirations
and BFRC.
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